Troy bilt tb70ss parts diagram

Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Troybilt TB70SS trimmer, as well as links to manuals
and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our
repair help section. Showing 10 of 90 parts. Boom and trimmer Diagram. Engine Diagram. The
fuel line on a grass line trimmer deteriorates with time and eventually can split or crack. You
can replace it yourself, following these instructions. If the line trimmer engine won't start even
though there's fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the problem. Follow these instructions to
do the job in under 30 minutes. If the line trimmer won't start even though there's fuel in the
tank, the carburetor could be the problem. Follow these instructions to replace the carburetor in
under 30 minutes. Use the advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of
your grass line trimmer. There are a couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a
diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. D-hndl base Part Add to cart. Rope guide Part
Line trimmer handle Part Line trimmer pole saw attachment flexible drive shaft Part
Manufacturer substitution. This part replaces Substitute parts can look different from the
original. Elastic nut Part Line trimmer fuel tank cap Part Line trimmer throttle trigger Part Line
trimmer recoil starter pulley kit Part Line trimmer drive shaft housing Part Symptoms for gas
line trimmers. Choose a symptom to see related grass line trimmer repairs. View all. Won't start.
Read more. Leaking gas. Runs rough. Repair guides for gas line trimmers. October 1, How to
replace a line trimmer fuel line. Repair difficulty. How to rebuild a line trimmer carburetor. How
to replace a line trimmer carburetor. Articles and videos for gas line trimmers. June 1, Tips for a
hard-to-start grass line trimmer. How to replace a line trimmer fuel line video. Follow the steps
in this video to replace a leaking fuel line in a line trimmer. Easy DIY grass line trimmer repairs.
Learn about some very easy do-it-yourself repairs for a grass line trimmer. Canister Vacuum.
Kenmore canister vacuum parts. Electric Range. Kitchenaid Electric Range Parts. Electric Wall
Oven. Kenmore electric wall oven parts. Elliptical Machine. Body flex sports Elliptical machine
Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts , Craftsman
front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Range. Gas Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman gas
walk-behind mower parts. Craftsman planer parts. Portable Air Conditioner. Frigidaire Portable
Air Conditioner Parts. Room Air Conditioner. Everstar Room Air Conditioner Parts. Side-By-Side
Refrigerator. Slow Cooker. Kitchenaid Slow Cooker Parts. Snowblower Attachment. Craftsman
snowblower attachment parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Jacks works best with JavaScript
enabled Learn More. Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship. Order Status Get
Support Type a Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support
See: Ariens exploded parts diagrams. Honda Horizontal Engines. Honda Vertical Engines.
Kawasaki Horizontal Engines. Kawasaki Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler
Vertical Engines. Help with Jack's Parts Lookup. JavaScript Disabled - Unable to show Cart.
Parts Lookup - Enter a part number or partial description to search for parts within this model.
Ref No. Options Add to Cart. Air Cleaner Filter. Spring Washer. Carburetor Assembly Incl.
Carburetor Gasket. Primer Bulb Assembly. Carburetor Mount Assembly Incl. Reed Valve
Assembly. Crankcase Gasket. Gas Cap Assembly. Pull Start Handle. Starter Rope. Housing
Screw. Clutch Assembly Small. Anti-Rotation Screw. Hex Nut. Spark Plug. Muffler Assembly
Incl. Exhaust Gasket. Muffler Mounting Bolt Assembly. Cylinder Assembly Incl. Piston Kit No
Longer Available. Cylinder Gasket. Throttle Trigger. Throttle Triggr Spring. Throttle Cable.
Upper Drive Shaft Housing. Clamp Assembly Incl. Nut Cap. Flexible Drive Shaft. Guard
Mounting Screw Assembly. Outer Spool Assembly Incl. Trimmer Head Spring. Inner Spool Reel.
Trimmer Bump Head Knob. Part Number: In Stock, 13 available. Part Number: A. In Stock, 15
available. In Stock, 18 available. Ships in 1 - 11 business days. In Stock, 12 available. In Stock, 4
available. In Stock, 19 available. In Stock, 3 available. Part Number: B. In Stock, 17 available. In
Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 25 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 10
available. In Stock, 20 available. In Stock, 23 available. In Stock, 9 available. This video explains
how to properly winterize power tools and machines for winter storage, increasing the life and
performance of seasonal tools. This article explains the basic types and features of line
trimmers, and it also offers purchasing guidelines for line garden trimmers. This article lists the
major categories of lawn and garden tools and machines, explaining the basic applications,
types, and features of each. This video explains how to remove the clutch from most line and
string trimmers. Tips are provided for removing tricky clutch drum screws. Shopping Cart.
Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore
a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Trimmer Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B. Spring Wash. L-Nut
Thd. Miscellaneous Parts. Popular Parts. Primer and Hose Assembly. Fuel Return Line. Bump
Head Knob. Air Cleaner Filter. Throttle Trigger. Inner Reel. Spark Plug. Trimmer Parts. Repair
Guides. How to Winterize Power Tools and Machines This video explains how to properly
winterize power tools and machines for winter storage, increasing the life and performance of

seasonal tools. Line Trimmers This article explains the basic types and features of line
trimmers, and it also offers purchasing guidelines for line garden trimmers. Lawn and Garden
Machines and Power Tools This article lists the major categories of lawn and garden tools and
machines, explaining the basic applications, types, and features of each. How to Remove a
Trimmer Clutch This video explains how to remove the clutch from most line and string
trimmers. No questions have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about
this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive
money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your
question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can.
Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Cable Size What is
the approximate diameter and length of this cable? Dumped out some old gas from my troy bilt
model TB70ss weed eater, after starting it. It kept stalling out. Along with the gas came several
small metal washers, interior hoses, and some other part. The machine sat with empty fuel tank
all winter. Does the replacement fuel tank assembly have all the right parts in the right places,
so I just need to pull out the old tank and install the new one? Hello dancashman, The fuel tank,
part number includes the two fuel lines, fuel filter and fuel cap. It should be already to install
when you get it. Thanks, WJA. Got the new tank. The weed eater still has 2 good hoses
attached, one to the bulb and one to the engine. Can I use these or do I remove them and
connect the 2 hoses from the new tank? WJA, are you there? My weedeater actually has 3
hoses still attached to carb and priming bulb. Do I use these instead of 2 hoses attached to new
fuel tank? I don't think the 2 new tank hoses will not reach the carburetor. Hello dancashman,
We have a couple of articles an videos that I hope you with your situation. Here is the link to
them. I have had my trimmer 4 yrs. But this year it starts up and dies immediately-will not idle.
And if it starts and I accelerate it dies. I sprayed carb cleaner in it 2 times overnite and no help. I
noticed the primer bulb doesn't fill with gas as i prime it like it used to. Is the primer bulb the
culprit? Or could the idle need adjusting? Any advice would be greatly appreciated. Thanks,
Bob. I just had this problem and I replaced the primer bulb it had a hairline crack in it. One other
way to tell is if the primer bulb fills half way before starting and then you have to refill it once it
dies as it sucks all of the gas out of it. Once I fixed this I found out that my fuel line is also
suspect but I am unable to find just the fuel line. This was just my experience. BTW the primer
bulbs can be found at Lowes. Fuel lines nowhere to be found yet. I am on hold with Troy Bilt
techsupport to see if I can just get the fuel line. I don't see a carb repair kit listed in the parts
list, you might want to replace the carb A primer bulb will not work correctly when 1. There are
holes in the fuel lines inside OR outside the tank 2. The fuel filter has broken off the line inside
the tank and is not staying immersed in fuel. The fuel lines are breaking up and bits and pieces
are inside the fine metal screen IN the carburetor The main nozzle check valve is stuck open in
the throat of the carburetor. The dreaded hairline crack in the bulb itself. These symptoms are
quite easy to check. Sometimes, just replacing the bulb is not enough. The fuel lines and filter
need to be replaced too. The covers need to be taken off of the carburetor and the inside of the
carb cleaned When it clogs with debris, the primer can't pull fuel into the carb because the clog
stops it. There are repair kits for all of these small diaphragm carburetors.. Full rebuild or gasket
and diaphragm kits. New parts are NOT that hard to replace on these. Ebay is a great place to
find kits. As far as mrclean53's machine, I think he needed a new fuel pump diaphragm for the
carburetor. His is acting typical of a failed, dried out one. He is fortunate it ran well for 4 years,
considering the damage ethanol in fuel causes. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been
added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts
From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Troy-Bilt parts give you a genuine advantage:
the confidence of using parts specifically designed for a exact fit, optimal performance and
maximum safety. These are the only parts with the in-depth engineering and rigid testing that
assures long-lasting quality. Use our parts diagram tool below to find the parts you need for
your machine. Select the model and year, then browse the parts diagrams to find the right part.
Add to cart when you're ready to purchase and we'll ship it to you as soon as possible! Have a
question? Just Ask Troy. Simple answers to your questions in the yard. When selecting fuel for
outdoor power equipment, like Troy-Bilt gas-powered lawn mowers, choose fuels with the
lowest ethanol content and use a fuel stabilizer properly. In anticipation of colder weather, get
your walk-behind lawn mower ready for storage with these maintenance tips. Before the first
blade of grass is cut this spring, make sure your lawn mower is tuned up and ready for work.
This video will show you how to use the blade removal tool to remove the cutting blade from
your Troy-Bilt walk-behind lawn mower. String trimmers allow homeowners to give their yards a
well-manicured look. Get your trimmer ready for the season with this tune-up check-list from
Troy-Bilt. Skip to Main Content. Financing Now Available for Online Purchases. Find the Right
Part for Your Machine Search for parts using your model number, or the part number you are

replacing. Search by number Model , Part or Item. Can't find your part? Customer Service can
help. Lookup Parts By Diagram Use our parts diagram tool below to find the parts you need for
your machine. The model number is 11 characters long Printed on the left side of the Product
Identification Label Characters can include numbers, letters or hyphens. End-of-Season Mower
Maintenance. Spring Lawn Mower Maintenance. How to Use a Blade Removal Tool. String
Trimmer Maintenance. Read More Articles. Helpful Links I'd like to Find a part Find a product
manual Find a service center Find an article Shop for parts by diagram Browse parts by
machine Browse all parts. Part Number: In Stock, 14 available. Part Number: B. In Stock, 1
available. In Stock, 25 available. In Stock, 19 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 3
available. In Stock, 10 available. In Stock, 17 available. In Stock, 4 available. Ships in 1 - 11
business days. In Stock, 20 available. In Stock, 23 available. Part Number: A. In Stock, 9
available. In Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 15 available. In Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 12
available. This article lists the major categories of lawn and garden tools and machines,
explaining the basic applications, types, and features of each. This article explains the basic
types and features of line trimmers, and it also offers purchasing guidelines for line garden
trimmers. This video explains how to properly winterize power tools and machines for winter
storage, increasing the life and performance of seasonal tools. This video explains how to
remove the clutch from most line and string trimmers. Tips are provided for removing tricky
clutch drum screws. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart
Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of.
Troy-Bilt Trimmer Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A.
Add to Cart. Spring Wash. L-Nut Thd. Page B. Popular Parts. Primer and Hose Assembly. Bump
Head Knob. Air Cleaner Filter. Throttle Trigger. Inner Reel. Spark Plug. Small Clutch Assembly.
Trimmer Parts. Repair Guides Lawn and Garden Machines and Power Tools This article lists the
major categories of lawn and garden tools and machines, explaining the basic applications,
types, and features of each. Line Trimmers This article explains the basic types and features of
line trimmers, and it also offers purchasing guidelines for line garden trimmers. How to
Winterize Power Tools and Machines This video explains how to properly winterize power tools
and machines for winter storage, increasing the life and performance of seasonal tools. How to
Remove a Trimmer Clutch This video explains how to remove the clutch from most line and
string trimmers. No questions have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question
about this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive
money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your
question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can.
Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed. Hello , You will have to
remove the retainer, up inside of the outer spool. You may heed some needle nose pliers to get
a hold of it. Don't worry about damaging it. When you order the new outer spool it comes with a
new retainer. I have had my trimmer 4 yrs. But this year it starts up and dies immediately-will
not idle. And if it starts and I accelerate it dies. I sprayed carb cleaner in it 2 times overnite and
no help. I noticed the primer bulb doesn't fill with gas as i prime it like it used to. Is the primer
bulb the culprit? Or could the idle need adjusting? Any advice would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks, Bob. I just had this problem and I replaced the primer bulb it had a hairline crack in it.
One other way to tell is if the primer bulb fills half way before starting and then you have to refill
it once it dies as it sucks all of the gas out of it. Once I fixed this I found out that my fuel line is
also suspect but I am unable to find just the fuel line. This was just my experience. BTW the
primer bulbs can be found at Lowes. Fuel lines nowhere to be found yet. I am on hold with Troy
Bilt techsupport to see if I can just get the fuel line. I don't see a carb repair kit listed in the parts
list, you might want to replace the carb A primer bulb will not work correctly when 1. There are
holes in the fuel lines inside OR outside the tank 2. The fuel filter has broken off the line inside
the tank and is not staying immersed in fuel. The fuel lines are breaking up and bits and pieces
are inside the fine metal screen IN the carburetor The main nozzle check valve is stuck open in
the throat of the carburetor. The dreaded hairline crack in the bulb itself. These symptoms are
quite easy to check. Sometimes, just replacing the bulb is not enough. The fuel lines and filter
need to be replaced too. The covers need to be taken off of the carburetor and the inside of the
carb cleaned When it clogs with debris, the primer can't pull fuel into the carb because the clog
stops it. There are repair kits for all of these small diaphragm carburetors.. Full rebuild or gasket
and diaphragm kits. New parts are NOT that hard to replace on these. Ebay is a great place to
find kits. As far as mrclean53's machine, I think he needed a new fuel pump diaphragm for the
carburetor. His is acting typical of a failed, dried out one. He is fortunate it ran well for 4 years,
considering the damage ethanol in fuel causes. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been
added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts
From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Part Number: Part Number: B. In Stock, 19

available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 11 available. Ships in 1 - 11
business days. In Stock, 17 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 10 available. In Stock, 20
available. Not Available for Retail Sale. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 23 available. Part Number:
A. In Stock, 9 available. In Stock, 21 available. In Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 15 available. In
Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 16 available. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a
small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again. This repair
video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark arrestor on your small engine.
Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in
your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Trimmer Parts.
Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Add to Cart. L-Nut Thd. Clutch
Springs Qty. Popular Parts. Bump Head Knob. Air Cleaner Filter. Throttle Trigger. Inner Reel.
Spark Plug. Small Clutch Assembly. Carburetor Gasket. Trimmer Parts. Repair Guides. How to
Replace the Drive Shaft on a String Trimmer Learn how to properly replace the drive shaft on
your string trimmer in less than 30 minutes. Quick Fix: How to Replace the Spark Plug in a
Small Engine This video will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine which will help
get your gas powered equipment up and running again. Where to get a cover housing No. Bill
for model number TB70SS asked on Good Day Bill. Our research into number doesn't seem to
bring up any parts. Best Regards. Did this question help you? Yes No. Good Day, I am trying to
find a fuel tank assembly for my Troy Bilt weedeater, but they don't make it anymore. Do you
have any part numbers that will replace it with. Bob for model number TB70SS asked on Hello
Bob, thank you for writing. Unfortunately the replacement for your model is discontinued. We
have no replacement information for it. You will need to reach out to Troy-Bilt directly for a
substitution part number. Please feel free to get back in touch with us if they provide you with
one. Thank you! Related Parts: Fuel Tank Assembly. What are the fuel line sizes needed for this
trimmer? Apparently we used some gas with ethanol and the lines have hardened and broke.
Thanks Ron Hayes. Hello Ronald, thank you for your question. Unfortunately, we do not have
the exa
honda vt500
modified power wheels jeep hurricane
2005 honda accord trailer hitch
ct sizes, but the replacement fuel line kit part number is Part Number: I hope this helps! I do not
see how the spool comes off! Vern for model number TB70SS straight shaft asked on Hi Vern,
Thank you for your question. If you need help in the future on how to fix your lawn equipment,
tools or household appliances, please go to Repair Center on our website and you will find
articles and videos that you may find helpful. We hope this helps. Thank you and have a great
day. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as
we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model
Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will
get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

